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ABSTRACT 

  

 Phulkari is an interactive multimedia performance involving textile, dance, music and 

projected image. The goal of this interdisciplinary project was to interpret South Asian cultural 

identity, tradition, and memory through a digital lens. Phulkari is based on a style of weaving 

favored by Punjabi village women in northwest India. Inscribed in the practice are cultural 

change and continuity, the transmission of memory, and nostalgia. The work traces a phulkari’s 

life as it is passed down and moved between villages, acting as a metaphor for the somatic 

journey of migration, displacement and, finally, restoration.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 I am an interdisciplinary media artist working at the intersection of art and technology. My 

work involves themes relating to embodiment, cultural memory, performativity and nostalgia. 

Memory, being a central theme of my work, has lead me to ask how technology and art can 

reflect these and assist in acceptance. How can we feel a sense of belonging to our ancestral past 

through these mediums? 

 These questions, and the belief that the body can be an archive for memory inspired my piece 

Touch (2017), a work for voice and the Responsive User Body Suit or RUBS (Bhumber and 

Pritchard 2017). Developed with Bob Pritchard, the RUBS system acts as an interface for 

expressing and interacting with memories. The tactile instrument is activated through 

impressions made on the body; by touching and stroking the fabric on the suit. Touch portrays 

the performer’s journey of finding solace from the experiences of loss. The mediation of memory 

through technology and the body allows them to activate, recall and reinscribe the memory into 

the present. The triggering of the performer’s vocal samples through the touch mediation 

activates these memories. These memories are reinscribed through sample manipulation which 

occurs alongside the present vocal performance. Subsequent works for RUBS revolved around 

these themes, including Raula (2018) for trumpet, electronics and the suit.  

 My time as a graduate fellow in the Centre for World Performance Studies prompted me to 

reflect on my culture, its rituals and acts of performance. These thoughts became the initial 

inspiration for Phulkari. During the first year of my M.A. degree it became important for me to 

explore my cultural heritage through my artistic practice. I felt displaced from my life in Canada, 

and alienated by my current surroundings due to the American political climate. These negative 

feelings caused me to seek comfort through familiar customs and objects.  What primarily struck 
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me was a shawl that my Grandmother had given me. This cultural artefact acted a site of memory 

for me. By wearing the textile, I was able to feel connected to her and my Punjabi heritage. I felt 

grounded by this connection to my heritage which helped me find peace with my present 

unfamiliar surroundings. The feelings the shawl elicited sparked a new curiosity and I wanted to 

know if these feelings were similarly felt by other Punjabi women.   

 During the Summer of 2017 I travelled to Mumbai, Calcutta and Punjab in order to uncover 

the cultural meanings of the phulkari shawl and the individual and social memories women 

inscribe in the textiles. I also examined and collaborated with experimental artists on an 

installation and performance. I began researching the relationship between tradition, memory and 

technology as interdependent spheres which produce and shape culture. Phulkari thus 

synthesizes this exploration, along with my determination to resist against the felt alienation of 

living in America. My work culminated into a performance that interrogates how culture, rather 

than being supplanted by technology, is actually reinscribed and recontextualized through such.  

 In this thesis, I will outline the history of the phulkari and how its memory has transformed 

through time. This will be followed by the methods behind the creative work, including details 

on the narrative and overall structure. Lasty, the analysis section will reveal the reflection behind 

the process, performance and what future iterations of the work might look like.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW & THEORY 

 

2.1 The Phulkari 

 The phulkari is an embroidered textile favoured by women belonging to the region of Punjab 

that is traditionally passed down from mother to daughter and from bride to new village. 

Phulkari means ‘flower work,’ and is derived from the Sanskrit words Phul (flower) and Kari 

(work). As such, these hand-embroidered designs consist of elaborate motifs depicting Punjab’s 

heavily agrarian village life, which includes flowers, animals, wheat, and landscapes. Inscribed 

in the practice are processes of cultural change and continuity and the transmission of memory 

and nostalgia. The late 19th century saw the phulkari’s departure from a traditional Punjabi folk 

handicraft for domestic and village uses to the commercialization of such works into mass-

produced, machine-made products (Prabhjot 2011). 

 The phulkari has become a lost art in today’s Punjabi local and diasporic communities. 

Machine-made versions are primarily worn during various Sikh wedding functions and stored 

away until the next celebration. What was once a material that permeated the life cycle of 

Punjabi women now acts as a performative material whose purpose is to be displayed for special 

events. Evidence of this is seen through wedding photography and video which show women 

wearing brightly coloured phulkari designed for the digital lens. Thus, the interplay between the 

productive evolution of this textile from hand- to machine-made, along with how technology 

archives how and when it is worn, has changed the collective cultural significance and has 

transmuted the memory that was once imbued onto this artefact. Village life may be a distant 

memory, but the phulkari still evokes notions of a past lifestyle. 
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2-1 Map of Punjab and Surrounding Areas. Distributed by the CC 2.0  

 The phulkari’s earliest references are located in Sikh scripts dating back to the 15th century. 

These textiles were fashioned by Bebe Nanaki, the sister of the founding father of Sikhism, Guru 

Nanak Dev Ji (1469-1539) and are also mentioned to be used by Guru Arjun Dev Ji (1563-1606), 

the fifth Sikh Guru when he married his wife, Mai Ganga (Grewal and Neelam 1988; Kaur and 

Rajinder 2014). The skill of embroidering itself is emphasized by Guru Nanak Dev Ji within the 

Sikh holy book, The Guru Granth Sahib. Guru Nanak writes to a woman that she will only be 

“considered an accomplished lady when you will embroider your own blouse." For a practicing 

Sikh woman, embroidering was not just a useful skill within her domestic household, but 

ultimately determined her self-worth and womanhood. Consequently, embroidering phulkaris 

can be seen “throughout the life cycle of a Punjabi woman’s life” (Prabhjot 2011). 

 The permeation of phulkaris throughout a Punjabi woman’s life lasted up until the mid-20th 

century.  Punjabi girls were taught Guru Nanak’s teachings by learning the phulkari craft. 

Mothers would teach the importance of these creations as showcases of their skillsets, creativity 

and dedication. These characteristics, along with mastering embroidery, increased girls’ 
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eligibility as desirable brides (Kaur and Gupta 2014). Phulkaris were created for joyous 

occasions, including the birth of a child and a bride’s wedding, were exchanged among women 

to demonstrate their affection and friendship ties, and were treasured from generation to 

generation. Grandmothers would take a great deal of detail and intricacy in embroidering the 

chope phulkari, which was worn by her granddaughter’s wedding day. This act of creation also 

provided a social outlet for Punjabi women. A group would sit together and embroider, dance, 

laugh, gossip and weave (ibid). Upon her death, a woman would be “covered in a red phulkari 

with the symbol of happiness, prosperity and fulfillment” (ibid). 

.  
Figure 2-2 A Group of Punjabi Women Embroidering Phulkaris.  

<https://www.bananivista.com/2017/04/phulkari/> 

 The 20th century marked the phulkari’s move from domestic consumptions into mass 

production and commercialization, but even this has seen a major decline. It has been speculated 

that the Phulkari has simply gone out of fashion, and that the style and colours are now 

undesirable to wear (Kaur 2011). Through government agencies, non-governmental 

organizations, and heritage preservation societies, India and Pakistan are currently attempting to 

revitalize the Punjabi folk art. Despite their efforts, the factors contributing to the decline 
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seemingly outweigh their efforts. The time-consuming nature of phulkari embroidering is largely 

contributing to the difficulties in renewal. Embroidering has moved to less intensive machine 

labour, making it more economically profitable and incentivized for the both the worker and 

company. Furthermore, the exploitation of women in the workplace adds to the disadvantages of 

the proposed renewal. Workplace exploitation is especially targeted towards women working in 

rural spaces, like villages in Punjab (ibid). Furthermore, revival attempts have not been wholly 

supported by the Indian fashion industry, who only see an “upswing during the wedding season 

when orders pour in from non-resident Indian population and around North India” (ibid).  

 Today, the machine embroidered phulkaris are worn mostly during Sikh marriage 

ceremonies only later to be viewed for digital consumption. Women wear phulkaris especially 

during the maiyaan ceremony leading up to a wedding, during which time members of the 

bride’s family smear a turmeric-based paste on the bride to make her skin glow for her upcoming 

marriage ceremony.  

 The shift in cultural production and performativity of the phulkari illustrates how the folk 

art’s meaning and memory has evolved. The phulkari is an example of how cultural tradition and 

memory are not a static set of rules, but rather, evolve and adapt to the present cultural 

environment in which they situated. According to Raymond Williams, “No generation speaks 

quite the same language as its predecessors” (quoted in Counsell and Mock 2009). Through the 

story of the phulkari, we can see how the influence of technology not only changed the 

production of it, but also how the textile is used, performed and remembered across generations. 
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2.2 Tradition and Cultural Memory 

 Gadamer’s notion of transmission of tradition is described by Paul Connerton as meeting its 

preformed ideologies at “the horizon of expectations” (quoted in Plate 2013). In doing so, the 

individual consumes this tradition by means of diffusion across their bodily membrane. In this 

description, tradition is seen as a far reaching, foreign landscape with which we long to 

understand and unite, but only through the agreement of its terms. Joseph Lam opposes this view 

in his proposition of tradition, through the lens of Chinese music. Lam describes that music from 

China’s past does not qualify as Chinese music unless it is produced and consumed in the present 

(Lam 2008). He proposes that culture is not a static set of rules, rather it is an ever-changing 

element that is performed in the present. Lam’s view on Chinese music can even be linked to 

perceived fixed traditions. Performance Theorist Margaret Drewal states that “even traditional, 

apparently fixed somatic practices in fact respond to historical circumstances, and so are always 

in the process of change, and are formed of ‘repetition and revision’” (quoted in Counsell 2009).  

Therefore, culture can be seen as an ecosystem that adapts and evolves based on present 

influences. This convergence of past and present can also be seen in the act of memory.  

 Astrid Erll defines memory as an umbrella term that encompasses social memory: 

 “no memory is ever purely individual, but always inherently shaped by collective 

contexts. From the people we live with and from the media we use, we acquire 

schemata which help us recall the past and encode new experiences. Our 

memories are often triggered as well as shaped by external factors, ranging from 

conversation among friends to books and to places. In short, we remember in 

socio-cultural contexts” (Erll 2010, 5). 

 

Erll’s view argues that an individual’s memories are not just innately formed but are shaped 

through one’s outside influences. Erll outlines the complexity of defining memory and suggests 

how tradition can arise from it. Tradition may include cultural acts of performances, which 

constantly change based on our lived experiences. 
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 Mieke Bal defines cultural memory as the process of linking the past to the present and the 

future, through performed cultural practices (Bal 1999). These knots of memory are tied together 

through cultural acts of performance. Since each performance involves a unique cross-section of 

time, space, participants and context, so too will the knots of memory evolve, thus changing the 

understanding of a culture’s memory. Collective actions are encoded and cemented in memory 

with each continual performance, creating a link between those performing said acts with their 

predecessors. 

 The definition of performance as including an individual’s actions throughout the day 

(Goffman 1973) in turn, makes the act of memory itself a performance. The performance of 

memory requires one to be stimulated to recall, analyze and re-code. This memory work acts as a 

“way of knowing, as well as a way of storing and transmitting cultural knowledge and identity” 

(Taylor, 728). Memory storage may exist in a variety of forms, including precipitates in shapes 

of objects that act as sites for negotiating individual and cultural memory. 

 

2.3 Sites of Memory and Textiles 

 Jan Assman states that individual and cultural memory do not exist in isolation but rather are 

activated by our surroundings: 

“Cultural memory is a kind of institution. It is exteriorized, objectified, and stored 

away in symbolic forms that, unlike the sounds of words or the sight of gestures, 

are stable and situation-transcendent: They may be transferred from one situation 

to another and transmitted from one generation to another. External objects as 

carriers of memory play a role already on the level of personal memory. Our 

memory, which we possess as being equipped with a human mind, exists only in 

constant interaction not only with other human memories but also with ‘things,’ 

outward symbols” (Assman, 110-111). 
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The outward symbols that carry and activate memory may be artefacts that are important to us. 

They can act as a device in order to activate a memory. In some cases, these devices drive the 

recall of memory without any premeditated relationship. Marcel Proust would call this kind of 

event a memoire involuntaire. Proust depicts involuntary memory in his A la recherche du temps 

perdu, where he was overcome by memories of his youth upon smelling the sweetness of a 

madeleine cake. Here, Proust is recalling his individual memory, however, these sites of memory 

may also elicit broader social narratives to which the specific artefact belongs.  

 As a woman belonging to the Punjabi diaspora, the phulkari I inherited from my 

grandmother elicits feelings of cultural continuity, reaching beyond experiences of loss and 

displacement. The textile can be seen as a site of memory as well as a “precipitate of the notion 

of re-memory: a conceptualization of encounters with memories, stimulated through sounds and 

textures in the everyday. Re-memory...encompasses the memories of social narratives within a 

specific group in their entirety” (Tollia-Kelly, 2004).  Wearing the Phulkari reminds me not only 

of my grandmother’s narrative, but also of those who have traversed, migrated and have been 

displaced throughout Punjab’s history.  

 Through this remembrance, the phulkari acts as a site for “second-order memory”. Objects 

like these becomes a place to remember the memories of others, those who survived the events 

marked there (Jay Winter, 2010). These active connections with memories through material 

cultures have also informed my process of self-identification. No matter where I am, this 

stimulation of the past creates a strong sense of belonging to my Punjabi heritage.  

 The phenomena of textiles as activating memories and as a material for identification can be 

seen across cultures. Textiles belonging to the Shipibo-Conibo, an indigenous people Ucayali 

River in the Amazon rainforest in Perú, are also in the domain of women and consist of 
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decorative lines which have been transformed through the history of traversing and migrating 

through generations. These designs have held the continuity of lineages through their woven 

inscriptions (Ingold 2007). The tracing of movement is also displayed in textiles belonging to the 

People of Kandingei in New Guinea, who used textiles to remember their clan founders. A man 

belonging to the Kandingei “keeps a knotted cord which is said to represent the primal migration 

in which the founder of the clan, journeyed from place to place” (ibid, 67). During Kandingei 

rituals, the memorialization of past leaders was realized by moving through different knots of the 

woven structure. The woven designs belonging to the Maya People of Guatemala indicate the 

identity of the weaver. The Inka Khipu of the Andes also used material cultures as notational 

devices for memory. Here, the textile consists of a “plied cord to secondary cords with knots, 

where each knot held meaning” (ibid, 69). 

 

2.4 Media Technologies and Memory 

  These mediated memories through textiles can also be affected through the use of mediated 

technologies. Media technologies determine how cultures structure the process of remembering, 

just as remembrance affects the way in which we make use of media devices (Plate 2013). 

Roland Barthes writes that photography makes the past “as certain as the present” (Barthes 

2010), creating cultural continuity between the two. Barthes takes this idea a step further by 

illustrating the multisensory experience of engaging with visual media by saying ‘what we see on 

paper is as certain as what we touch’(ibid). Tactile feedback, coupled with visual and olfactory 

cues from the photograph, further solidify our understanding of the self and our past. While 

technology influences the way a culture remembers, the culture itself influences the way in 

which these technologies are used. 
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 This feedback loop is manifested through an individual’s interaction with mediated 

technologies. David Rokeby argues that to the degree that the technology transforms our image 

in the act of reflection, it provides us with a sense of the relationship between the self and the 

experienced world (Rokeby 1995). As this transformation of the self occurs through interaction 

with technology, so too will the individual’s sense of self _evolve_ within a culture. New 

generations in North America are now born during a time when early adoption of technology is 

germane to personal development and commonplace when interacting with and learning about 

the environment. With each passing generation, children are introduced to technology at younger 

ages. Meanwhile, the torch bearers of knowledge within these individuals’ families often take the 

form of an elder relative, passing on traditional values, artefacts, and the memories that come 

with them. Although these cultural transmissions are often carried out through direct physical or 

verbal communication from the torch bearer to its recipient, the use of technology as an 

intermediary vehicle often facilitates these transferences; whether it be by preference or 

necessity, these transmissions shape the ways individuals and their culture remember. 

 

2.5 Cross Domain Mapping 

 In addition to a source for identification and memory, culturally-specific textiles may loosely 

relate structurally and semiotically to other artistic forms belonging to the culture. The 

correlation between characteristics of differing artistic domains reaffirms and sustains the 

cultural identity of the society to which it belongs. Through cross-domain analysis, musicologist 

Inna Naroditskaya has shown two gendered artistic forms in Azerbaijan to exhibit this 

phenomenon. Naroditskaya theorizes that the characteristics of Azerbaijani woven patterns “can 

be seen as navigating a folk music player’s journey through Mugham [the improvisatory modal 
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music of Azerbaijan], and that the musical structure of Mugham may serve as a sound score for 

the weaver as she weaves” (Naroditskaya 2005). The crossing of cultural production and 

performance further solidifies the interconnectivity of the Azerbaijani cultural identity and 

memory. As we shall see in Chapter Three, the same research can be applied to phulkari 

production and to the folk music of Punjab. The gendering of the art forms also exists, with 

references to each other in underlying ways. Following the method of cross-domain mapping in 

Naroditskaya’s work, the artistic work Phulkari seeks to identify the language of phulkari 

patterns and instead use them as a speculative, generative source to develop artistic content.  

 

2.6 Performing Memory in the Diaspora 

 The multi-directional memory paradigm can be linked to the practice of cutting edge 

experimental arts in India, including artist collectives like Culture Monks in Calcutta and 

REProduce Artists in New Delhi. Culture Monks pushes the boundaries of performance art, 

staging performances in non-standard venues and implicating audience and performance space 

alike towards the realization of their political performances. REProduce Artists, founded by 

Indo-Canadian Rana Ghose in 2013, packs artists in non-standard venues so that audience 

members may move freely between several different rooms of artists. REProduce stages events 

throughout urban India, and, since 2017, has even performed in Brooklyn, New York and SXSW 

in Austin, Texas. Their aesthetic looks towards experimental sound artists worldwide, and they 

strive to bring that global aesthetic to India. 

 Experimental arts can be seen as the projection of the future, however, they are still informed 

by the past and present. These ‘new artistic’ practices cannot ever be separated by the traditional, 

as their aims to break from present aesthetics and conditions are always already rooted in a 
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reference to the present. The ever-changing memory of a culture can also be described as 

continuously re-inscribing onto cultural artefacts. In other words, these projections of the future, 

informed by the past create a feedback loop in which the present is created. 

 The above describes the importance of embodied transference of cultural performance 

practices from generation to generation as a means to diffuse tradition into the future, but also of 

artists who work to cross borders in the present in order to augment what they feel their 

communities may be lacking. In the case for diaspora, this provides the opportunity for 

developing works which include diasporic subjectivities: multiple, conflicting ideas of ethnicity 

that are neither fully here (the home) nor there (the origin). The fusion of experience across 

geographies creates a new embodied practice of intercultural memory (Counsell 2009). 

 

2.7 Indo Canadian Works  

 This section outlines two Indo-Canadian works in which performing intercultural memory as 

a South Asian artist in diaspora. These two works were inspirations for me throughout my artistic 

process.  

 

Fish Eyes (2016) 

 Fish Eyes, is a solo show written and performed by Anita Majumdar. Anita Majundar began 

writing the show while she was a theatre student at the University of British Columbia (UBC). 

As a child, she took ballet, piano and figure skating classes, while she was one of the only South 

Asians at her school in Vancouver’s suburb of Port Moody. Upon attending UBC, she became 

set on exploring her cultural identity which she describes as “important to me[her] to own 

my[her] cultural and investigate what this other side of me[her] was” (quoted in Counsell 2009). 
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At UBC, she enrolled in Kathak dance classes, a narrative dance form Northern India that fuses 

Hindu and Muslim cultures. Later in her acting career, Fish Eyes arose from fusing her theatre 

and dance training by integrating her cultural identities. Fish Eyes is autobiographical in form, 

but not in content. The play itself is by no means meant to be a purist work in its treatment of the 

traditions of Indian dance. Thus, the play incorporates pan South Asian dance forms, along with 

her western theatre training.  

 

Komagata Maru (2015) 

 Komagata Maru is a musical a suite created by multi-instrumentalist and composer Neelamjit 

Dhillon. Born in Vancouver to immigrant parents in Punjab, Neel studied Jazz at Capilano 

College in parallel with his North Indian music lesson. As such his, his work combines elements 

of Indian music and jazz to express what it means to grow up outside of one’s ancestral home. A 

central question in his DMA research lines in: “How does one maintain and Indian cultural and 

Sikh religious identity being born and brought up in North America?” (Dhillon 2015). Dhillon 

explores this through by viewing his work as an act of social activism. As such, his work, 

Komagata Maru examines the 1914 incident through the social activists lens in order to “reflect 

history as a mirror to show our present selves (ibid 53)”.  The fusing of different musical styles 

in the suite sonically recounts the event of the Incident. For the performance, Neel collaborated 

with a projection and spoken word artist. The shape and angles of the projection screens, along 

with the abstracted visual material, served as a way to experience the historical events through 

the imperfect lens of memory, while spoken word served as a further reflection of the Incident 

and a way to transition between the different pieces of the suite.  
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 Both Fish Eyes and Komagata Maru served as inspiration and validation for my desire to 

integrate my experiences of being a South Asian artist belonging to the Indo-Canadian diaspora 

with my artistic practice.  

2.8 Other Multimedia Inspirations for the Work 

 Although Indo-Canadian diasporic work were central for inspiring the work, other sources of 

inspiration drew from visual art, composition and multimedia performances. Because I am 

trained as a Western musician, I looked toward Western artists who made aesthetic or visual 

departures from traditional ways of depicting ideas. 

 In addition to Naroditskaya’s work on cross-domain mapping, using visual material as a 

framework for artistic mapping was inspired by Wassily Kandinsky’s theory of colour and form. 

Kandinsky’s deep focus on simple repeated geometric shapes allowed us to concentrate on 

specific characteristics shown in phulkari patterns. They became a primary point of exploration 

during the conception of the work. Much like Kandinsky’s emotive/psychological interpretation 

of colour and geometries, we uncovered the perceived emotional responses that the phulkari 

elicited. Questions such as “How does this pattern make you feel?” and “How would this pattern 

move/sound like?” were inquired during our sessions. These representations were repeated in 

rehearsals (through movement and musical gestures) in order for the performers to deeply 

embody them.   

 I was also inspired by the graphic scores of indeterminate composer Morton Feldman and the 

idea that musical sound could be derived from non-standard notation. In his scores, abstract 

shapes and lines are given to performers to interpret as sound. Feldman’s approach to score-

writing was an early inspiration to how we interpreted phulkari textiles: as non-musical objects 

from which musical information could be derived.  
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 I was greatly inspired by performance ensemble Troika Ranch for Phulkari’s relationship 

between performance and media technologies. Troika Ranch’s dynamic use of motion capture 

and visual media intensifies the visceral and emotive portrayals of their productions. These are 

depicted in performances such as “Loop Diver” (2009) and “16 {R} evolutions” (2006). During 

the performances, the interplay between the performer and media causes a link which founder 

Mark Congilio describes as “highlighting the uneasy relationship between the organic and 

electronic” (quoted in Broadhurst 2008). A similar relationship is explored during Phulkari, 

where the performer and visual media are responding to one another. This involves a deeper 

exchange because of the translation of the organic phulkari patterns to another organic medium 

(the body) and to the electronic (visual media). 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

 This section will outline the methodological processes behind Phulkari. The methodologies 

leveraged for the work reflect the interdisciplinary nature of the work and were divided into two 

distinct phases:  1. ethnographic fieldwork and analysis, 2. collaboration and the creative work.  

This will be introduced by a brief description of the initial objectives behind the project and how 

it has changed. 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 My initial idea for Phulkari consisted of building an “Electronic Phulkari”, a wearable 

electronic textile  which would envelop South Asian tradition and memory within the present 

digital realm. The role of the “Electronic Phulkari” was to interpret the memories of the wearer 

through sensing mechanisms such as acoustic tracking and bio-feedback. These mechanisms 

would be mapped to sound and light embedded in the textile. While building the “Electronic 

Phulkari” would have provided a more literal imbuing of memory onto the physical object, the 

emphasis would have relied heavily on technological development rather than performance or 

audience experience. This may have produced challenges for presenting the cultural significance 

of the phulkari to audiences and thus decreasing the success of the exhibition. My goal for this 

work was to pass on the memories and cultural significance of the phulkari, which meant I 

needed to reach as many people as possible.  The presentation of the wearable may not have 

reached the same number of interactors rather than a performance, due to the audience’s prior 

unawareness of the artefact. These thoughts lead me to decide that a performance would be the 

best way to both interpret my research behind the phulkari and to reach a larger audience. Rather 

than appropriating a cultural artefact belonging to Punjab, I wanted to create an immersive 
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experience where audience members could learn and identify with aspects of the performance. 

In order to best interpret the phulkari into an interdisciplinary performance, I wanted to 

uncover the present cultural meanings and significances of the cultural artefact. This research led 

me to conduct ethnographic fieldwork in India and North America, where I interviewed women 

about their experiences and memories of phulkaris. 

 

3.2 Interviews  

 During the Summer of 2017, I travelled to Punjab in order to uncover the present meanings 

and memories associated with the phulkari. Prior to my trip, I contacted my extended family 

located in the cities of Patiala and Amritsar to see what relationship and stories they had relating 

to them, and if there were other women near their villages who would also be willing to share 

their experiences. For three weeks I stayed between the two cities and spoke to women belonging 

to my extended family, and others who belonged to the surrounding communities. Having a 

rapport with my family bypassed many logistical hurdles of the research, affording me a more 

direct insight that I needed for this work. 

 The objective of the fieldwork was two-fold: first, I wanted to discern the meanings of the 

phulkari, its individual and collective meaning within Punjabi culture and what memories the 

cultural artefact may activate; second, I wanted to develop a photographic archive of differing 

phulkari designs and patterns.  I had developed a set of questions which I wanted to address 

through informal conversations. The questions were framed based on my research on the 

background/history of the phulkari, which are central to gift exchange. I worked with an 

interpreter (as my fluency in Punjabi is limited) and started my questions very simple and direct 

by explaining my research and then gave them a personal experience of what the phulkari means 
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to me. By using this approach, my subjects were able to understand why I was interested in this 

research and reflect upon their own personal narratives. Examples of some of the questions were 

(in framing of gift exchange): 

a. Who/where is the phulkari from? 

b. What the event/context of receiving it was 

c. What the phulkari means to the person, e.g. 

i. Who/what does it remind you of? 

ii. What does it make you feel? 

In addition to these questions, I asked if I could see their phulkaris and photograph them. During 

this, I asked if they knew what some of the patterns are called in order to build an archive of 

patterns, styles and colours. 

 The interviews were similarly conducted in Canada and the US, by asking extended family 

members the individual and collective meanings they ascribe to phulkaris and what memories 

these cultural artefacts activate. The subjects were mostly elders in their communities and 

families – grandmothers who were born and raised as farmers in rural Punjab and either 

immigrated to North America or moved to more urbanized parts of Punjab. 

 

3.3 Analysis 

 The interviews were analyzed using a holistic reflective process and identified three central 

overlapping themes:   

 

1. We imbue objects with memories of loved ones, locations and events 

 For these women, talking about phulkaris that they were given activated nostalgia and 

memories for certain family members, village life and important life events. Upon looking at 

their phulkaris, they recalled back to their mothers and grandmothers and expressed missing 
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them. They shared details of life events where the phulkari was central. One participant recalled 

back to her wedding day and described the location, the guests and the phulkaris which were 

used. She described the details of the chaddar (a sheet for sitting on) which was put on the manja 

(a woven cot), and said that this was shared by the pind (village) for each wedding. Another 

participant recalled how phulkaris were made in the pind - picking the cotton, running through a 

charkha (crank wheel) to get out all the seeds, turning the cotton into thread, then weaving and 

embroidering with it.  

 

2. Phulkaris Create Cultural Exchange Between Villages  

 Just as Mugham and carpet weaving are seen as two gendered cultural practices in 

Azerbaijan (Naroditskaya 2005), textiles are in the realm of women, while land and money are 

the realm of men in Punjab. After heading to their husbands’ villages, a new bride would teach 

the phulkari patterns of their home villages to their new pind – creating cultural exchanges 

between the two. This experience of moving, transferring and transforming the phulkari was 

reaffirmed through these interviews. Some participants talked about how this exchange assisted 

in grounding their sense of belonging to their new village, but also maintained memories of their 

home pind. The exchange between villages can be seen as a bridge which overlapped the brides 

past, present and future in her new home.  

 

3. Objects like these alter spaces and turn them into homes, spaces of inviting guests in, 

spaces of carrying on the spirits of family members as woven into textiles. 

 This point expands on the former two by depicting the effect of fashioning phulkaris in the 

home. From having phulkaris draped in the house or playing the kirtan radio at home, these 
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cultural artefacts and performances activate  memories of family members and nostalgia for the 

home country.  

 

 

Figure 3-1 Amrik Kaur, age 83 with a phulkari that her mother hand-embroidered and passed down to her. Photo 

by Conner Singh VanderBeek 

 Phulkari exchange today occurs between mother and daughter, although they are not always 

handmade. Through the interviews, it was uncovered that the city of Patiala still has a large 

phulkari-making industry where women mostly hand embroider these in the form of dupattas 

(head scarves).  
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3.4 Creative Work 

 

3.4.1  Introduction 

 Using the three main points which emerged from the interviews and using the method of 

cross-domain mapping in Naroditskaya’s work as a source of inspiration, I developed a 

multimedia performance work Phulkari,  which sought to identify the language of phulkari 

patterns and use them as a speculative, generative source to develop artistic content. 

 These mappings were woven into music, movement, text and projections. Rather than 

making an effort to essentialize and reify Punjabi culture, this work sought to bridge the 

experiences of being a South Asian artist in diaspora and what the phulkari means for Punjabis 

today. As such, the collaborative aspect and artistic modes of the work deeply reflected my 

experiences of being a South Asian artist in academia. 

 The artistic modes that were woven into the performed drew upon contemporary dance, 

North Indian classical music, jazz, free improvisation, electronic/electroacoustic music, and 

generative/abstract visualizations. The artistic genres chosen reflect the diverse narratives which 

encompassed the work. Because the primary inspiration drew from a Punjabi folk art, it was vital 

to incorporate other Punjabi or North Indian aesthetics to further ground the cohesion of mapping 

phulkari material onto other artistic forms. North Indian classical music styles and 

instrumentation (tabla and harmonium) provided this cohesion and grounded the work in Punjabi 

tradition. The subsequent musical genres – jazz, free improvisation, electronic/electroacoustic 

music – were incorporated because they were central to my artistic and collaborative practice. 

My inspiration for incorporating dance came from the physical act of embroidering and the 

human qualities that phulkari patterns depict. Through the use of dance and bodies, I wanted to 
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physically translate these characteristics in order to show how memory is stored in the body. 

Contemporary dance was specifically chosen because of its practice in abstraction and 

improvisation. I knew that these qualities would be needed in order to experiment with 

translating the phulkari patterns.  

 These genres were chosen because our team practices in them. It was important for me to 

create a work that was absolutely authentic to my practice as an artist, collaborator, technologist 

and scholar. This resulted in a multimodal work which investigated the interpretation of tradition 

and memory through performance technology and the combined aesthetics creating a multimodal 

manifestation of the past, present and future.     

 There were a number of parallel and overlapping narratives which constructed the overall 

skeleton of the work. Indeed the primary inspiration drew from applying cross-domain mapping 

from the Phulkari to another genre. However, it also drew from the lifecycle of the Phulkari (as 

being created, passed down, and moving between villages, and countries) and its metaphor as 

one's somatic journey through migration, displacement and finally landing to a point of 

restoration as two overarching narratives. The phulkari and migration narrative was shared by the 

interviewees belonging to the diaspora including my family. These layers additionally activated 

memories of my own family’s personal history which was also woven into the work as an 

undercurrent throughout the main narrations.  

 

The movements of the work were as follows: 

1. Coming Together 

2. Migration 

3. Displacement 

4. Degradation 

5. Reconstitution 
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Figure 3-2 Hierarchy of Narrative and Compositional Elements 

 

 The figure above illustrates the hierarchy of the narrative and compositional elements which 

made up the work. The triangle (and x axis) represents how much time we took exploring the 

different narratives. The history and the change of the phulkari and the migration narrative were 

always in the foreground, with an intersection, and shift on which was at the forefront. The 

background always consisted of the material that we derived from the Phulkari, along with my 

familial/personal narrative. During the middle of the piece, my personal narrative jutted out of 

the work, but never superseded the two main narratives. The y axis shows how the material 

manifested in perceptions between the abstract and towards the literal. The phulkari derivations 

made up the structural and motific material (through movement choices and melodic lines) while 

the main narratives in the foreground made up the experiential and emotional contexts of the 

movements. 
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3.4.2 Collaborations 

 The collaborators involved in Phulkari consisted of artists whose work I have deeply admired 

and with whom I have had positive experiences in collaboration in the past. These individuals 

possessed unique artistic qualities and knowledge which I knew could assist in filling in the gaps 

of my research. I believe that collaboration brings the best work out of me, and that I too have 

the ability to bring the best work out of others.  

 

Musical Ensemble: 

Kiran Bhumber - Clarinet and Electronics 

AJ Covey - Percussion 

Matias Vilaplana - Electronics 

Ian Lang - Percussion 

Daphna Raz - Violin 

Conner Singh VanderBeek – Piano and Harmonium 

 

Dance Ensemble 

Molly Paberzs - Choreographer 

Micky Esteban 

Hannah Marcus 

Johnny Matthews 

 

 The core musical group consisted of AJ Covey, Ian Lang and Conner VanderBeek, whose 

combined knowledge of North Indian classical music and embodied experience of India was 

vital in the creation and development of the composition. 

 AJ, an MM Percussion student, was also in my cohort for the World Performance Studies 

Program. AJ had also travelled to India during the Summer of 2017. While he was in India, he 

studied Southern and North Indian percussion privately. His musical training, along with his 

embodied experience in India fostered a deeper sensitivity towards the execution of the work and 

to my vision. Ian and AJ had previously played North Indian music together, and so it made 

sense that their prior experience as a duo could add cohesion to the musical group. 
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 Conner, a PhD student in the Ethnomusicology department, focuses on North American Sikh 

diasporic identity. Prior to us meeting each other (Winter 2017), neither of us had ever met 

another Punjabi in music school. We quickly bonded over this and our shared experience of 

being Punjabi artists. Conner previously completed ethnographic field research in Punjab and 

was also familiar with phulkaris. Thus, he understood the depth of my research. Matias 

Vilaplana and Daphna Raz were additionally involved because of my positive experience 

working with them within improvisatory frameworks.  

 Molly Paberzs, the choreographer for the work was a recent graduate of U of M’s Dance 

MFA program. Molly was asked to be a part of the work because of her practice was central 

around movement improvisation. She has the ability to direct dancers to unknown pathways of 

moving and choice-making allowing for multiple lenses of understanding and interpretation 

between performers and audiences. Molly achieves these movements through crafted prompts 

that she directs dancers with. These prompts are sometimes literal, sometimes abstract. I thought 

that using both literal and abstracted direction would complement the process of analyzing the 

phulkaris (abstracted) with the migration narrative (literal). Johnny Matthews, Micky Esteban 

and Hannah Marcus were brought on as dancers because of their previous experience of working 

together, which created a cohesive dance group from the start. 

 

3.5  Rehearsals 

 There were two distinct rehearsal types; dance and music. The dance rehearsals started 

during October 2017 and were held weekly. The music rehearsals also started at that time, 

though were not held regularly until February 2018. In addition to these, joint rehearsals took 
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place on several occasions during the Fall semester and increasingly became weekly as the 

performance dance approached. 

3.5.1 Dance 

 The dance rehearsals began with improvisation based on the phulkari images (taken from my 

fieldwork, UMMA, and Dutta’s “Catalogue of Phulkari Textiles” (Dutta 1985) and 

Naroditskaya’s Mugham scholarship. Since Mugham and other folk music resist transcription, 

we pushed towards improvisation as the primary form for experimentation. The dancers, 

choreographer and I participated in naming ideas that we saw from the phulkari images and 

using those ideas as prompts for movement improvisations. For example, prompts such as 

“extending beyond,” “moving in multiple directions at the same time,” and “a field” were pulled 

from a phulkari image. 

 

Figure 3-3 A note from the choreographer's sketchbook containing prompts relating to a phulkari. Photo by Molly 

Paberzs 

Other prompts from images were “fluidity within order”, “how does fluidity live within a static 

image?”, or “fluidity within structure”, and “symmetry that’s not symmetry”. We talked about 
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the weight of the fabric, the intricate weaving that created a sense of veins, networks, 

connections, and motifs that looked like leaves. This translated into exploring touch, or 

connection through touch, gesturing toward touch, and sharing weight. We continued to 

experiment for several rehearsals with improvisational ideas brought forth through the phulkari 

images. 

 Throughout the process, reflections from dancer’s experience with the improvisations also 

continued to evolve and add depth to the process. After improvisational exercises we would 

debrief with the dancers and ask what experiences were felt, connections made, and if 

disconnections occurred. This shared embodied experience combined with our outside eyes was 

taken together to make decisions on what direction to move toward. 

 

3.5.2 Music 

 The phulkaris were analyzed in the same way in the dance rehearsals. For the musicians, the 

pieces showed the importance of asymmetrical repetition and strong, geometric gestures as 

central guiding principles for composition. We started improvising using these characteristics 

during our early meetings. We would come up with improvisatory frameworks derived from the 

phulkari patterns and the migration narrative of each movement. Compositional materials would 

emerge from these frameworks which became set material for the work.  

 

 
Figure 3-4 Phulkaris which emphasize asymmetrical and geometrical characteristics. Photo by Kiran Bhumber 
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3.6 Interaction and Image Manipulation 

 

3.6.1 Kinect Tracking 

 The piece incorporated the use of Microsoft’s Kinect motion-sensing device to track 

movements of the dancers. The motion data captured from the device was used to drive 

generative real-time visualizations that were projected onto the cyclorama behind the performers. 

I decided to use Kinect tracking for the visuals because of the visceral themes of the work. Since 

the piece dealt with traversing and transforming bodies, thoughts and memories I knew I wanted 

to visually contextualize this. I wanted to show what the dancers were embodying through their 

actions.  

 Experimenting with this vision was inspired by David Rokeby’s definition of the ‘mirror’, or 

the degree to which an artwork reflects back the interactor of the piece. The result reflects back 

their identity and their relationship between themselves and the outside world (Rokeby 1995). 

Through mirroring and taking advantage of the large area that the projection screen covers in the 

venue, I imagined that the transformation of identities could be conveyed through the dancer’s 

bodies affecting the projected image. Consequently, the Kinect was chosen to be used to track 

their motions in order to affect images. 

 There were two types of dance-visual relationships that I wanted to investigate with 

Rokeby’s definition.  The first was the dance relationship was between a single dancer and the 

projection screen, and the second was all three dancers’ relationships between themselves and 

the projection screen.  

 Analogous interaction types were created based on these relationships: 

 

1. A single dancer’s bodily representation of themselves on the screen (as 

represented by silhouettes, as in Movement 3) 
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 2. Averaging the dancer’s positions collectively in the space, and using these 

numbers to control the visuals (Emphasized in Movement 1 and 5).   

 

These are explained in more detail in the formal movement structure section.  

 

 

3.6.2 Kinect Software and Set Up 

 Due to these two types of interactions, two Kinects and computers were required for the 

workflow. 

 I started experimenting with the Kinect’s depth imaging and joint tracking to see how these 

interaction types could manifest.  TouchDesigner visual software was employed because of my 

familiarity with the software and for its ability to read Kinect data natively1. In particular,  the 

Kinect TOP and CHOP modules were extremely useful as they capture video from the Kinect 

depth camera, and also read positional and skeletal data. Early experiments started with 

animating manipulations of the phulkari textiles using the two sets of data. 

 

3.6.3  Images and Manipulations 

 The construction of visual content started by simple manipulations of phulkari images using 

Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop. A manipulation that was primarily striking was the result of 

using the image tracing feature. The result created a vector file which transformed the more 

pronounced threads of the phulkari into black outlines, and the rest to a white background. 

                                                 
1 TouchDesigner Software: https://www.derivative.ca/ 
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Figure 3-5 a. Original phulkari pattern b. Vector rendering of original. Photo by Kiran Bhumber 

 

 The image’s vector file shows the intricacy and complexity of the embroidering through the 

program’s rendering of singular threads and the pattern while withholding the phulkaris strong 

asymmetrical and geometric characteristics. The trace (b.) elicited a new structural and 
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metaphorical meaning. In particular, the black outlines were seen as a skeleton or a neural 

network where neural firing travelled across. They also invoked topological features; the small 

shapes which stood outside of the general pattern can be perceived as islands, and the rest of the 

outlines as tracing land masses on a large map. These topological characteristics further affirmed 

the role of the phulkari as serving as a central map to which we deconstructed, analyzed and 

generated artistic meaning. The physiographic characteristic served as a basis for the visual 

narrative of the piece. 

 Further manipulations on phulkari images were used to explore the transformative journey of 

the textile. As it travels from village India to Punjabi diasporic communities throughout the UK 

and North America, its meaning shifts, much like the traditional language and knowledge that it 

is intertwined with it. Moreover, its physical attributes are affected through its wear and travel 

over time. The permeation of digital technologies also affects the artefact’s tradition and the 

memory which is bestowed onto it.  

 The role of the next set of manipulations was to emphasize the wearing and unravelling of 

the textile through its time. They also relate to how mediated technologies can have agency over 

the representation of the textile, and how this may contribute to a loss of cultural knowledge.  
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Figure 3-6 Multiple digital manipulations of phulkari patterns.Photo by Kiran Bhumber 

 

a. Unravelling of each strand of the phulkari 

b. Colour fading of the phulkari through time 

c. Digital permeation onto phulkari through pixelation 

d. Close up of a particular motif with parts of them missing 

 

3.6.4 Electroacoustic / Ambient / Field Recordings 

 The aural electronic components consisted of ambient/electroacoustic drones and field 

recordings. The drones consisted of recorded sustained harmonium chords and additive 

synthesizers created in SuperCollider. The result created a combination of the two which shifted 

seamlessly into the next. 

 The field recordings used were taken from my travels in India and back home in Canada.  

The places in Kolkata consisted of train stations, busy downtown streets and villages and the new 

Alipore railway slum. The most memorable recording was located at the jetty on the Hooghly 

River where the Komagata Maru finally docked from its travels 104 years ago. 
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3.7  Text 

 The text was based on musings my father would say. They were scattered ideas which he 

would sing and recite consisting of ideas and lines from Bollywood films, to his own thoughts, to 

Sikh scripture. To these, I added my own text in order to create a layer of continuity, between the 

journey of the phulkari and between my memory of him, his life, and my own. I worked with 

Conner to translate the text to and from English and Punjabi, thus creating a multilayered 

relationship between my father’s sayings, my understanding of them in English, Conner’s poetic 

translations back into Punjabi, and our improvised elaborations upon the text throughout the 

performance. 

Punjabi Transliterated Translation 

ਕੀ ਹੈ ਿਜੰਦਗੀ kee hai jindagee What is life? 

ਕੀ ਸੋਚਦਾ ਤੰੂ kee socha tuu What do you think 

ਕੀ ਮੈਨੰੂ ਇਹਨਾ ਦੂਰ ਆ ਕਰ ਯਾਦ 

ਆ�ਦੀ ਹੈ 

kee mainu inha door aake 

yaad aundee hai 

I’ve come far along 

Only to end up remembering 

ਦੂਰ� ਅਵਾਜ� ਬੋਲਾ�ਦੀਆਂ ਹਨ duuro awaaza bolaundeeaa 

han 

Distant voices calling 

ਦੂਰ�, ਯਾਦ� duuro, yaadaa Past memories 

ਜ਼ੋਰ ਨਾਲ ਬੋਲਿਦਆਂ ਹਨ ਿਕ jor naal boldeaa han ki Insisting 

ਿਜਹੜਾ ਰਸਤਾ ਿਕ ਮੈਨ  ਚੂਨਾ jihra rasta ki maine chuna  That the path I’ve chosen 

ਮੇਰਾ ਿਦਲ ਦੀ ਜ਼ਮੀਨ ਨਾਲ ਿਲਪਟ 

ਹੋਵ$ 

mera dil dee jameen naal 

lipat hove 

 

Intertwines with the terrain 

I’m most fond with 

ਸੀਨ ਨਾਲ ਬੰਦ-ਬੰਦ ਹੋਵ$ Seen naal band band hove 

 

 

ਕੀ ਹੈ ਿਜੰਦਗੀ? 

 

 

Kee hai jindagee 

 

 

What is life? 

ਕੀ ਿਜਨ% � ਿਚਰ ਲਈ ਭੀ  Kee jinha chir laee bhee No matter how long 

ਮ( ਦ) ਸ� Mai dassaa Let me tell you 

ਅਸ* ਇਕ ਚੀਜ ਦੇ ਿਹ) ਸਾ ਹ� Asee ik cheej de hissa haa We are all parts of the same 

ਟੋਹਣਾ ਤਾਕਤ ਲਈ Tohna taakt laee Seeking to find control 
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ਟੋਹਣਾ ਘਰ ਲਈ Tohna ghar laee Seeking to find home 

ਟੋਹਣਾ ਆਪਣੇ ਆਪ ਲਈ Tohna aapne aap laee Seeking to see yourself 

ਮੇਰੇ ਤ� Mere to In me 

ਟੋਹਣਾ ਆਪਣੇ ਆਪ ਲਈ Tohna aapne aap laee Seeking to see myself 

ਤੇਰੇ ਤ�  Tere to  In you 

ਅਜੀਬ ਦੁਨੀਆਂ ਹੈ  

 

Ajeeb duneeaa hai Tis a strange world 

ਿਜੰਦਗੀ ਕੀ ਹੈ 

 

Jindagee kee hai What is life 

 

3.8  Installation 

 Prior to the performance, an installation was exhibited outside of the venue for the duration 

of two hours. The installation comprised of a “sonic weaving” which media artist Soledad 

Munoz created through a joint collaboration. 

 The idea for Phulkari to become an installation came from my joint interest to present and 

experience a body of art in multiple ways. By having a physical installation, it would allow 

audiences to witness an interpretation of the traditional textile through a direct physical 

experience.  

 I have known and worked with Soledad Munoz on festivals and workshops that we have both 

been involved in as media artists in Vancouver, Canada. I have been interested in her practice 

which she describes as being “centered in the intersection between the woven structure, sound 

and cultural production” (Munoz 2017). Through the use of Jacquard Looms, she has been 

developing double layer copper wire weavings which amplify the electromagnetic fields of its 

surroundings and translating them into sound. For this collaboration, I wanted to use the affective 

response of the installation surroundings to electromagnetic fields to show how culture and 

tradition adapt in accordance to the present environment. One of the phulkari designs from the 

“Catalogue of Phulkaris” (Dutta 1985) became the blueprint for the installation. It was important 
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to us to withhold the authenticity of the form and structure of the phulkari, in order for people to 

understand these characteristics and perhaps notice how they might have manifested in the 

performance.  

 

 
Figure 3-7 Munoz's installation phases. Photo by Soledad Munoz 

 

a. The original phulkari  

b. Image file programmed into the Jacquard Loom 

c. After the weaving was complete 

d. After the phulkari was dyed 
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4  THE WORK: FORMAL STRUCTURE MOVEMENT BY MOVEMENT 

 This chapter will describe the performance in detail by dividing the work into its five 

movements. Each movement will include a description outlining the dance, music and visual 

components and how they reflected the narratives of the work.  

 

4.1 Introduction  

 The performance took place on April 6, 2018 at 8pm in the Duderstadt Video Studio at the 

University of Michigan. The video studio was a black box theatre which included state-of-the-art 

equipment that was used for experiments in this interdisciplinary multimedia work. In specific, 

the 20 x 70 curved white feet cyclorama screen projected the visual materials onto a 3840 x 1080 

pixel space. The stage of the studio included a 32 x 20 ft dance floor with the music/audio 

equipment stationed adjacent to it. The studio also contained an extensive lighting grid which 

was used to create custom lighting presets. The grid also provided us the ability to install the 

Kinect sensor 20 feet above and facing dance floor. A multi-camera and audio recording setup 

was operated by staff members and used to capture the show.2 There were approximately fifty 

people in attendance of the show, some of whom had to stand near the back of the entrance due 

to the limited number of seats. 

 The week leading up to the performance afforded us the ability to rehearse in the video 

studio. We were able to setup and calibrate all of our equipment and rehearse the work in its full 

entirety. During this time, video studio staff were able to calibrate their audio and video 

equipment in order to capture the performance at their best. 

                                                 
2 Link to the performance: https://vimeo.com/267650741 
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4.2 Video Studio 

 
Figure 4-1 Stage setup at the Duderstadt Video Studio 

 

 The musicians were placed across the back of the studio, with the larger instruments on each 

side of them. A carpet was placed for tabla/harmonium and auxiliary carpet to perform to be in 

line with Indian classical and Sikh musical practices. Wings were installed on each side of the 

stage for the dancers to enter/exit the stage as this was necessary throughout the narration. 
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4.2.1 Kinect Set Up 

  Two computers were used for this production in order to process data from two Kinects. The 

computers (1. Central, 2. NUC) were connected via Ethernet and communicated via Open Sound 

Control. 

 The two Kinects tracked one of the interaction frameworks: 1) single dancer, and 2) the 

average combination of the dancer’s position in space. One Kinect hung approximately 20ft 

above the middle of the dance floor on the grid and was used to detect the second interaction 

framework. Carlos Garcia’s “Floor Tracker” TD module was used to achieve this. This module 

reads positional data through blob tracking; by determining shapes within an image and then 

recording the positional changes of them. A small Intel NUC computer accompanied this Kinect 

on the grid which sent the corresponding blob data to the central computer. A second Kinect was 

placed upstage facing the dance floor. The central computer was located next to the musicians 

with its display located next to the lighting control towards the back of the studio. The central 

computer was able to remote connect into the NUC computer via the Team Viewer application.  
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Figure 4-2 Kinect Setup in the Duderstadt Video Studio 

 

4.3 Movement 1: Coming Together  

 

Dance 

 

 Naroditskaya’s work describes carpets borders as ‘beginnings’, a place which holds all the 

information that will be fully expressed within the rest of the image, almost like a precursor to 

what is to come. These borders communicate includes the colours, motifs and motival 

relationship between them (Naroditskaya 2005). Phulkaris also contain the border relationship 

which summarizes the total structure of the shawl. Each dancer treated their movement as 

coming from a place of being through embodying an aspect of the phulkari, whether that be a 
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shape, a colour or a combination of both in the border. Sometimes we would say, “you are 

setting up what is to come.”  It was the idea that they were creating the border, or the base. We 

also emphasized interlocking connections, both physical and nonphysical. The beginning section 

of the movement consisted of each dancer entering one by one. We shifted from initially having 

them enter all from the same place, to different areas. We also began to talk about this section 

like it signified a “home” space. Molly had written a note for the cast which declared, “This is 

somewhere you live. Somewhere you know. Someone you are. Something that is you. Inhabit it 

deeply, it is your truth.” Each dancer entered with a ‘solo’ (border of the phulkari) and into an 

accumulative pattern (centre of phulkari) in which they explored the relationships between their 

differing movements, creating larger shapes through their ‘micro’ movements. The moment of 

fully ‘Coming Together’ contained all aspects of the phulkari where they moved together in 

unison for the first time. 

 

Music 

 Musically, the first movement is the most through-composed of the entire work. The melodic 

themes and rhythmic cycles are original, referencing Hindustani ragas and talas (melodic and 

rhythmic frameworks) but not consciously using specific such frameworks. The ascending and 

descending scales of the raga we composed for this work are shown below, with the vadi (most 

emphasized pitch) and samvadi (second most important pitch) indicated. 

 

musical example 4-1 pitches of raga used in movement 1 
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musical example 4-2 the rhythmic and melodic derivations from a particular phulkari 

 

 The sprigs of wheat and wheels at the top of the phulkari curtain shown in figure 4-2 were 

treated as rhythmic cells and mapped onto a rhythmic frame of 5 + 4 + 5 + 2, totaling 16 beats. 
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Because of the multiple directions in which the shawl can be read, the melody and rhythmic 

cycle correspondingly defy this figure. The rhythmic phrases are broken into 4 + 5 + 5 + 2 and 

the melody 7 + 7 + 2 – all lining up but in uneven, repeating ways. Lastly, the four pitches of the 

melody adhere to the use of four colors in this shawl. 

 Though this was the central theme of the opening movement—and the first theme 

composed—it appears last. The melodic themes presented up to this point follow a similar 

approach to composition. The first theme is built on two two-measure phrases followed by a 

slower, unrelated phrase. This has the effect of constantly cycling around, but never landing 

firmly on a stopping point. The tabla plays one cycle of teental, or the fundamental rhythmic 

cycles of Hindustani music, but backs off after one repetition. 

 

musical example 4-3 second theme (Hannah's theme) 

The second theme (Hannah’s theme) imitates a Punjabi folk melody, using a melody of triplets 

and a simple folk rhythmic cycle, foreshadowing the material to come in the second movement. 

 

musical example 4-4 third theme (Johnny's theme) 
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Finally, the third theme (Johnny’s theme) explores the raga more fully, reaching the top of the 

octave and displaying the natural 7 in the ascent and flat 7 in the descent. It is more metrically 

uneven than the previous two themes, forming a 4 + 4 + 6 in which the melody again avoids the 

downbeat of the start of the cycle. The tabla plays syllables that appear in the main theme of the 

movement. The range of the raga folds back inward as the main theme arrives, and the character 

of the mode stays dormant until the final movement. 

 

Visuals 

 

Figure 4-3 Movement 1 projections 

 Greyscale phulkari image traces slowly overlay on top one another during the beginning of 

the movement as each melody and dancer enter (a). Colour is added to each layer when the main 

melody enters and signifies unity between all the phulkari components (dancers, musicians and 

visuals) (b) and shift through the movement. When the main melody is revisited, all three 

dancers average location in space controls the translations of each layer, causing the phulkari 
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traces to move in parallel with them. The interaction between dancers and moving of the layers 

foreshadows the migratory narrative which is to come during the next movement. 

 

4.4 Movement 2: Migration  

 
Figure 4-4 Phulkari pattern which derived movement 2 material. Taken from "Catalogue of Phulkari Textiles" 

(Dutta 1985) 

 

Dance 

 

 The base phrase throughout this movement were initially derived from unpacking themes that 

each dancer saw in the above phulkari.  This was combined with prompts which related to 

migration stories such as “utility” and “migrants working and moving.” The duet and contact 

improvisation created a dissonance between the two dancers reflecting two parts of a person’s 

consciousness; one as pushing to leave/travel, while the other resisted. The fragmentation and 

manipulation occur until both dancers become separated from one another and both become still 

as they laid on the dance floor. 

 

Music 

 The music of the second movement operated on a simple principle: because the dance started 

together and ended apart, the music started with one rhythmic figure led by tabla and ended on a 
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different one led by bendir. Though no notation was used for the performance past the first 

movement, below are transcriptions of the rhythms guiding movement 2: 

 

 
 

 
musical example 4-5 Movement 2 tabla and bendir transcriptions 

The above transcriptions are the basic rhythmic cycles employed in the second movement, 

though both tabla and bendir players elaborated and improvised freely atop these basic 

structures. The tabla rhythm is a folk and festival rhythm common in north India and in Punjabi 

parties in the diaspora, while the bendir rhythm was composed as a metric modulation from the 

former. Hence, the long… short-long, long… short-long swung pattern of the tabla moves into 

the square bendir pattern of long medium-short, medium-short. This also prepares the entrance of 

the drum set in the third movement, which completely discards the triplet feel of prior 

movements. Auxiliary bells were added to accent the shift in rhythm, though the bell player, who 

was concurrently reciting text, did not effectively execute that in performance. 
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Visuals 

 
Figure 4-5 Movement 2 projections 

 

 The projections for this movement were kept simple since the emphasis was meant to be on 

the duet and floor work. Each layer of phulkari image traces was animated to slowly move in 
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different directions. The different opacities and movement directions of each layer caused the 

image to be perceived as more three-dimensional, further enveloping Hannah and Micky’s 

traversal through the performance space. 

 While Movement 1 and 2 were more melodic and rhythmic based, 3 -5 where more timbral 

based. Therefore, the notation style for the following will encapsulate each layer of media into a 

time-based score. 

 

4.5 Movement 3: Displacement 

 

 
Figure 4-6 Movement 3 time-based score 

Dance 

 

 Most Punjabi migration stories begin with men leaving their families first, in search of a 

better life. Once they had reached the desired environment, their families join them. We wanted 
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to portray this common pattern by emphasizing the gender of the cast. Therefore the movement 

became a solo for Johnny. This section was highly influenced by the narrative. We developed a 

list of words and ideas by looking at the phulkaris as more emotional prompts. Phrases such as 

“feeling uncomfortable”, “isolation” and “contained in one space” brought about this 

exploration. Having Johnny stationary was a key prompt that came out of a sense of 

confinement. Johnny's improvisation continued to evolve as we set new and old prompts each 

time he revisited this improvisation. One tool we used for his section was a “dos and don'ts” list. 

Because this section grew in energy so much, it invited fast-paced movement and sometimes 

forced quick decision-making from old improvisations.  Therefore, we had material that he could 

always go back to that was on a “dos” list and we identified movement that he tended to do when 

he was trying to fill spaces. 

 

Music 

 Instrumentation became important to represent Johnny landing into a foreign place. Prior to 

this section, drum set had not played, nor had the electronics been in the foreground. Matias’ 

drones and pitch shifts became the forefront of this movement, establishing this foreign space 

and served as an emotional representation of Johnny’s state. Matias was joined by AJ who 

started playing in teental (4x4) by voicing traditional tabla bols onto the drum set. AJ started 

improvising within that framework while still maintaining the khali (serves as a cadential figure 

in a rhythmic cycle) this started between the snare and bass drum and then moved to high hat. AJ 

would then mix his own backbeat-style playing. Tabla intervened with traditional teental to 

juxtapose AJ’s now transformed line. Clarinet and violin then come in with extended techniques, 

contributing to the sense of a foreign sonic landscape.  
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Visuals 

 The projections begin with Johnny staring at a blank screen, from which his silhouette 

emerged out of the darkness. Johnny’s silhouette, which moves in parallel with his motions, was 

created using TouchDesigner’s Kinect depth imaging module. The image was multiplied with 

numerous manipulated phulkaris and colour changes in order to reflect back an image that was 

unrecognizable to him. The act of looking at the manipulated image served as a metaphor for 

Johnny’s newly constructed identity in the foreign space – as a combination of the traditional 

(the original phulkari) and the digitally manipulated (machine made phulkari). As the movement 

progresses, the silhouette becomes overlayed with generative geometric designs which resemble 

a spinning wheel. The x and z rotation and feedback level of the geometries were mapped to 

Johnny’s joints (x position of hand, z position of hip) and gradually moved more intensely as his 

actions became more elaborate.   
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4.6 Movement 4: Degradation 

 
Figure 4-7 Movement 4 time-based score 

Dance 

 

 Images of phulkaris that have been ripped or faded over time and digitally manipulated were 

the inspiration for this movement. Like the phulkari, we talked about the movement as a sense of 

fading over time and about finding solace with the past through each other. We tried a few 

different improvisational prompts at first, viewing the whole world through different lenses: 

“The world is very very cold” or “shaded blue or gray” or “inescapable experience”, and our 

ultimate prompt consisted of “searching for what isn't there, finding holes”. Throughout this 

section, we see the cast connect to each other intimately through their slow parallel movements. 

They try to pull through their joint struggles but end up falling to the ground (a recurring theme 

of the dancers moving and crawling on the floor). By the end, all three lie still on the floor. 
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Music 

 

 Since “Degradation” was driven by movement/dance, the musical score was developed more 

as an accompaniment to the dance choreography. Throughout the movement, the music searches 

for past and tradition in the same way that the dancers do so. The movement opens with 

electronics still in the foreground but with a more open and round timbral shift. Violin and 

clarinet enter with long tones until clarinet plays a modified melody from movement 1 – evoking 

musical motifs from the audience’s memory. Bells and percussive colors accompanied the 

recurring movement of the dancers moving and crawling on the floor. These moments acted as 

ones of mindfulness, recalling back to comforting memories in order to gain courage to move 

towards the future. During the dancers’ lift, the composition becomes more sonically active but 

still maintains sparseness in attack density and tone. During the end of the movement, the text 

that opens the work is recited in Punjabi by VanderBeek while Bhumber’s English translation 

trails weaves in front of and behind him. This is the first time the text is recited in English. The 

joint voicing lays the foundation for the final section, where we are slowly becoming at peace 

with our experiences and are ready to move forward.  

 

Visuals 

 The visuals were derived from raw footage of various cities at night—the skyline and its 

lights while travelling on public transportation. TouchDesigner’s edge detection modules 

transformed the footage by breaking down each object into its outlines. The result created an 

array of microscopic cellular objects with were synchronized in their movement patterns. By 

mirroring these images, the cells began splitting away from each other akin to the process of 
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mitosis. The images through the section were analogous to its the movement’s name, as breaking 

down into its smaller components only to begin reforming into new entities.  

 

 

Movement 5: Reconstitution 

 

 
Figure 4-8 Movement 5 time-based score 

 

Dance 

 

 Reconstitution reprises the structural beginning of Movement 1, with individual entrances by 

Hannah, Johnny, and Micky. Much like movement 1, the dancers come back together through 

accumulating all of the previous movements they explored throughout the work. This 

combination of the past and present represented the creation of a new phulkari, which inscribed 

each of them, and their journey.  
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Music 

 Music for this movement is identical to formal structure of the first movement, the sonic 

difference lying in instrumentation and the role of its melodies. The alap (beginning solo)  

occurs this time on piano instead of clarinet. The melodies from movement one are then 

simultaneously reintroduced through improvisation. The stacked improvisation causes the 

melodies to act as a point of departure, rather than a point of arrival. The drum set establishes a 

rhythm which turns into a tabla break. A tihai (a cadential figure which is repeated three times) is 

played before all the musicians play a variation of the main melody in unison. Another tihai 

closes the composition and signals the end of the show. 

 This variation on the melody is derived from the main melody of movement 1, but the last 

two beats of the melody are omitted. This forms a large 7-beat melodic pattern against the 5-beat 

cycle of the drums and tabla (see figure 4-8) – the height of asymmetrical repetition in the music. 

As a result, it takes five repetitions of the melody and seven repetitions of the rhythm before the 

two align again, for a total of 35 beats. 

 

Visuals 

 A pre-built fluid simulator was modified in order for the floor tracker to use each dancer’s 

movement to displace the fluid around them. Each dancer acted as a force on the fluid. The fluid 

were initially grey-scale trails which were activated as they moved from one end of the stage to 

the other. Once the rhythm was established, the fluid’s hues changed, up until the reintroduction 

of the main melody. Then, the movement of the fluid revealed a phulkari pattern in the 

background. The advanced activity of the dancer’s exposes the phulkari in its full entirety. This 

was a newly created phulkari which combined the traditional and the electronically mediated.  
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5 Analysis 

This section will reflect on the technical week and performance of the work, along with the 

technical and logistical limitations and what future iterations and opportunities hold for the piece. 

 

5.1  Limitations 

 Technical rehearsals in the video studio allowed every aspect of the work to be performed in 

its intended way. Prior to technical week, we were unable to rehearse the piece in its entirety. 

This was due to the physical and technological limitations of each different rehearsal and 

research space. 

 The music rehearsals were conducted in the Chip Davis Technology Studio, while the dance 

rehearsals took place in the dance building. The Kinect/visual research directed in the 

visualization studio at the Duderstadt Centre. There were numerous reasons why we were not 

able to hold full rehearsals in each of the spaces. The Davis Studio’s hard floors and small floor 

space did not adequately support dance performance. Consequently, our joint rehearsals had to 

take place in one of the dance studios located in the dance building. Each rehearsal required a 

large block of time allocated for moving all of our musical gear back and forth. Although we 

were able to do this, the ability to amplify and/or process each instrument was limited to our 

laptop sound cards. As a result, we could never completely hear the full balance of the 

instrumentation and processing as it was intended. In addition to the sound limitation, the visual 

components, due to the real-time processing power required of motion tracking, were impossible 

to install and set up as they were designed prior to tech week.  
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 Our equipment loan caused us moving restrictions (as we couldn’t move the equipment from 

the Duderstadt) nor could we hold rehearsals in the visualization studio. During one joint 

rehearsal, a single Kinect and laptop were setup for preliminary testing. However, this addition 

created more difficulty in rehearsal rather than establishing more cohesion. Because I was 

developing the visualizations in addition to performing in the work, I was unable to split my 

attention to both. Moreover, the laptop that was used did not have a powerful enough graphics 

card to execute the visuals without latency issues. Due to these limitations, we were unable to 

develop the choreography in tandem with the interactive projections. Although these constraints 

affected our rehearsal ability, it propelled us to be as prepared as possible going into tech week. 

I insisted on acquiring additional time in the video studio (before tech week) in order to test the 

projections and the equipment workflow. The staff were able to block out two time slots for me 

during the Winter semester and I was able to identify shortcomings on my content and 

established the technological workflow which we used for the show. 

 For future implementations, an ideal rehearsal space for a large interdisciplinary work would 

encompass aspects of all three research/rehearsal spaces allowing us to develop each medium in 

parallel with one another. The ideal space would have provided us with more time to spend on 

rehearsing rather than setting up and tearing down.  

 Lastly, my role as a director and performing in the work limited my ability to see the work 

through the lens of an outsider. Performing in the show meant that I had to primarily focus on 

my part and less on the totality of the work. Fortunately, we had documented every single 

rehearsal which I was able to reference and guide subsequent changes from. I’m not entirely sure 

how this could be resolved for later iterations, since it is important for me as a director and 
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performer to execute my vision through interdisciplinary collaboration, which ultimately means 

including myself in the work. 

 This was especially so in Phulkari due to the content of the piece. In order to the true to the 

cultural significance and personal narrative within the piece, I believe that it was crucial for me 

to perform in the work. The intergenerational exchange of phulkari weaving meant that I too am 

a vessel which will pass on my experiences and knowledge onto others. This passing on of 

embodied experience was done throughout the development of the performance and during my 

own performance. I believe that I could only best express the personal/familial narrative, and that 

energy could be diffused onto my collaborators. I believe that this created a cathartic experience 

which effectively communicated the multilayered narratives of the piece.  

 

5.2 Reflection on Tech Week and Performance 

 We had reached a ceiling point during the end of our last few joint rehearsals and realized 

that we couldn’t progress further until we were in the Video Studio.  Our main goal during tech 

week was to solidify the transitions between the movements in addition to establishing the 

choreography for the final movement, since it relied heavily on motion-tracking.  Once the music 

and visuals were set, the choreography was able to experiment and create set material. From then 

on, we felt completely ready for the Friday performance. 

 The greatest challenge for large multimedia works lies in that unpredictable outcomes may 

result during performances. A few minutes into movement 1, a large feedback loop sounded 

throughout the performance space. The feedback resulted in a change my monitoring balance 

from our previous tech rehearsals. The result decreased my ability to hear myself playing in the 
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mix. Although this initially caught me off guard, I was able to adjust and continue with ease 

along with the rest of the musical personnel.  

 I was thrilled to be able to watch the live-streamed performance the day after the show. Upon 

viewing the stream and conversing with audience members, I believe the work could have 

explored its ‘minimum’ boundaries. A comment that I received was that were numerous moving 

elements all at once and that it made it difficult to concentrate on all of them. I think that this 

comment is very accurate. In terms of the dynamics of the show, we were always either a mezzo 

forte or forte. There could have been moments where one medium was foregrounded with the 

others giving minimal support. A moment with just projections or dancers accompanied with 

silence would have contributed to this. By taking out certain mediums the work might have 

assisted in directing the audience to certain focal points. It would have also allowed the piece and 

cast to have more space to breathe. Furthermore, the transitions between sections could have 

been longer in order to garner the same effect.  

 Overall, we felt that the communication within each artistic mode was strong and that this 

created a broader sense of connection between each artistic mode during performance. We felt 

that this allowed us to fully reflect the nuanced emotive qualities of the piece.  

  I was especially thrilled to see South Asian audience members whom I did not recognize. 

This meant that I had reached their interest through my advertisement. Overall, the performance 

made me feel extremely fortunate to be able to put together a large-scale work of this calibre 

with such a dedicated team. 
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5.3 Reflection on CWPS Performance and Process 

 From the outset of this project my goal was to produce to large-scale interdisciplinary work, 

and, by virtue of this, I knew would need to assemble a team and start rehearsing as soon as 

possible. Fortunately, I was able to work on Phulkari as my thesis project in parallel with my 

CWPS capstone project. The two provided solid dates which acted as landing points or deadlines 

for certain materials to be developed.  

 My CWPS capstone presentation (December 2017) acted as a work in progress and a 

deadline to have at least two of the movements set to music and dance. The presentation of the 

work revealed how it was being perceived and what alterations were necessary. A central 

critique was that the music-dance relationship was too predictable and that the dancers replicated 

movements that excessively reflected their own style. The exposed ‘formula’ between the dance 

and music caused the performance to seem flat. The CWPS critiques prompted us look back at 

our performance and expand on our current materials. We started breaking down certain 

movements and musical motifs in order to see how these could become more abstracted.  

 Another issue that I had to a had to address pertained to the reasoning behind my personnel 

choice. As stated previously, I wanted the performance to be an authentic portrayal of my 

experiences of being a South Asian artist in diaspora. As such, the majority of my cast did not 

come from a South Asian background, nor did they have experience studying traditional South 

Asian arts. Throughout my career, I was never exposed to other South Asian artists practicing or 

studying within the same spheres as myself. Besides Conner, I am not aware of other Punjabi 

students within the School of Music, Theatre and Dance, nor are there Indian classical dance or 

ensemble classes. As a consequence, if I wanted to find other South Asian students I would have 

had to look outside of the school. I decided against this because I felt that by deliberately finding 
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them would diminish the authenticity of the work as a product of my own personal and familial 

experience.  

 I was also concerned that by adding South Asian collaborators, the work may have shifted 

into dividing the personnel into characters that would subscribe either to ‘eastern’ or ‘western’ 

aesthetics. Our reluctance in working with student groups, for example, was that they might have 

not been familiar with Western styles of movement. Even our dance choreography was carefully 

negotiated within the movement vocabulary our dancers were familiar with. Adding disparate 

styles of dance might have decreased the overall aesthetic and narrative cohesion of the work. 

We already had so many different aesthetics and artistic forms communicating with each other in 

music and dance that their potential for collaboration and mutual influence may have been 

diminished had more styles been involved. 

 Moreover, I would feel that I would be appropriating the craft, for example, of South Asian 

dancers in order to create a representation that was not accurate to my life. I’ve always felt a 

sense of alienation to my Punjabi heritage due to the lack of their representation in my field, and 

my familiarity with movement and sonic aesthetics are Western before they are Indian. The same 

sentiment has been felt by Dhillon and Majamdur (Dhillon 2015 and quoted in Counsell 2009) 

whose works combine Indian and Western traditions. As a consequence, my goal of this work 

was not to prescribe to rules or essentialize ethnic sound or movement to fit in, but rather to 

carve my own space in my Punjabi heritage through this work. I am certainly still interested in 

collaborating with other South Asian artists in an organic way, and perhaps that could mean that 

future iterations of Phulkari could involve them. 
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5.4 Research Contribution and Future Opportunities 

 Although the field of Media Arts is ever changing and innovative, there is room that exists 

for diversifying its subjectivity to include dialogues from marginalized voices. This project 

sought to advance this mission by using a South Asian traditional artefact as an artistic 

framework. The next avenue for exploration would consider how adding trained Indian classical 

dancers might transform the choreography of the work. The addition of this embodied 

knowledge may bridge a stronger cohesion between the movement and the sound world.  

Through future performances opportunities, Phulkari will offer the South Asian community 

beyond the University of Michigan to see their collective cultural memory being interpreted 

through traditional, and perhaps more unfamiliar artistic lenses. The Vancouver International 

Bhangra Festival (VIBF) is interested in showcasing Phulkari in 2019 in Vancouver, Canada. 

Through emphasizing South Asian art, this festival engages with communities across cultures in 

order to both recognize diversity and appreciate the intersections between cultural groups. The 

performance is projected to take place at the Vancouver Playhouse, a 600-seat theatre equipped 

for this multidisciplinary work. The VIBF performance will reveal how a majority South Asian 

diasporic community will interpret the work and will additionally offer insight on how to 

proceed with future implementations.  

 

5.5 Conclusion 

 Phulkari is the culmination of my research on the integration of cultural memory into 

technological mediums. Throughout my process, the work has evolved in unexpected ways. 

From my original idea of building an Electronic Shawl to deciding on personnel, and creating a 

multimedia performance,  Phulkari sought to create an immersive experience where audiences 
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could engage with my many identities; my Punjabi heritage and artistic practice. These themes 

were woven together in an attempt to create a more broadly relatable narrative of migration and 

finding and creating new homes. 
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